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Introduction
Scientific papers are one of primary sources to share information and knowledge among researchers. Recently, computing the similarity of scientific papers is an interesting topic in information retrieval and data mining [2] , [8] . Various methods have been proposed in the literature to compute the similarity of scientific papers [2] , [3] , [8] - [10] .
SimCC [8] is a hybrid method that considers both content and citations in similarity computation. Figure 1 illustrates a sample citation graph where nodes represent papers and edges do citation relationships between pairs of papers. The intuition behind SimCC is that, when paper q cites paper p as shown in Fig. 1 , it means p is a paper written on some topics discussed in q and contributes to q to improve the content of q. In order to measure the amount of this contribution, SimCC introduces the notion of a contribution score that measures how much a paper contributes to an- other single paper on a specific term via a specific citation path. As an example, as shown in Fig. 1 , p contributes to u directly via citation path u→p (→ indicates a direct citation path) and also to q directly and indirectly via citation paths q→p and q→u→p, respectively, on each term t. SimCC performs both feature extraction and similarity computation. For feature extraction, every paper p is represented as an n-dimensional vector where each dimension corresponds to a term t in p. The value of a dimension indicates the weight of the corresponding term t, which is calculated by Eq. (1) [8] as a linear combination of the relevance score of t in p and the summation of contribution scores of p on t to all other papers citing p directly or indirectly. λ (0 ≤ λ ≤ 1) is used as a relative importance factor for combining these two scores. The TF-IDF value is a typical example of a relevance score. As an example, consider paper p in Fig. 1 . All contribution scores of p on t to other papers q, r, s, and u via all possible citation paths are computed; their summation is combined with the TF-IDF value of t in p as the weight of t in p. For similarity computation, any similarity measure for vectors can be applied. SimCC dramatically outperforms text-based similarity measures such as Cosine [6] , Dice coefficient [6] , BM25 [5] , and KullbackLeibler Distance (KLD) [1] , link-based similarity measures such as SimRank [3] , rvs-simRank [11] , and P-Rank [11] , and existing hybrid methods such as CEBC [2] , KeywordExtension [10] , and other proposed methods [7] , [9] .
In this paper, we propose a method called SimCS (similarity based on contribution scores) to compute the similarity of scientific papers. As in SimCC, the contribution score is a main factor in SimCS. For computing the contribution score of p on t, SimCC does not consider the dominance of the author of papers citing p in the research area related to t. As an example, in Fig. 1 , if all other factors are equal for q and r, the contribution score of p on t to q should have a higher value than that to r when the author of q has more publications on t than the author of r. However, in SimCC, both scores are considered identical. Therefore, we define an author dominance (AD) score for every paper on each term and reflect it in the contribution score computation.
Furthermore, in SimCC, determining the optimal value of λ is not easy in reality due to the following reasons. First, the optimal value of λ is different depending on the applied similarity measure (i.e., Cosine, Dice, BM25, and KLD), which indicates we need to conduct extensive experiments for each measure. Second, the optimal value of λ is determined manually by assigning different values to λ in steps Copyright c 2015 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers of 0.1. Therefore, suggesting a true optimal value is not always feasible because some values cannot be covered by the experiments. Third, it is not possible to utilize tools such as S V M rank [4] to find the optimal value of λ automatically because the value of λ only influences the weight of a term in a paper and does not directly affect the similarity computation. Therefore, in SimCS, we decide to compute the similarity based on only contribution scores. The results of our extensive experiments on a real-world dataset of scientific papers show that our proposed method outperforms SimCC.
The contributions of this paper are as follows. First, we define the AD score and reflect it in computing the contribution score. Second, we compute the similarity of scientific papers only based on contribution scores. Third, we verify the last two contributions help to improve the accuracy of SimCC and simplify the parameter tuning.
Proposed Method
SimCS considers both content and citations to compute the similarity of scientific papers. As in SimCC, SimCS is based on the contribution score. However, there are two major differences between SimCS and SimCC: (1) we consider an additional factor, AD score, in computing the contribution score; (2) we remove the parameter λ used for combining the relevance score and the summation of contribution scores in SimCC. The motivation behind SimCS is as follows. First, in computing contribution scores of a paper, we can consider the author dominance of those papers citing it. Second, as described in Sect. 1, finding the optimal value of λ is a difficult and time-consuming task in SimCC. Third, the accuracy of SimCC does not decrease tangibly when the similarity is computed only based on contribution scores (i.e., λ=0). This indicates that the relevance score has a small effect in improving the accuracy of SimCC.
Contribution Score Calculation
To calculate the contribution score, four assumptions were considered in SimCC [8] . According to the fourth one, if q cites a number of papers on term t including p, the contribution of p to q decreases because authors of q have cited a number of other papers on t to improve the content of q. However, if authors of q are dominant and have many publications in the field, they select all necessary citations to improve the content of q more carefully rather than a normal author. Therefore, having a number of citations in q should have less penalized effect on calculating the contribution score of p rather than another paper written by normal authors. We consider an author dominance (AD) score for every paper p on each term t, which is computed as follows:
where D is a dataset, s and r are papers, and APS (p), author publication set of p, denotes a set of papers are written by at least one author of p. We reflect the AD score in computing the contribution score as follows:
where q i p denotes a citation path with length i from q to p and C t (q i p) does the contribution score of p on term t to q via path q i p. R t (q) denotes a relevance score of t in q obtained by any weighting scheme such as TF-IDF, TF, and BM25. φ t (q i p) denotes the contribution ratio of p on t to q via path q i p, which is calculated as follows when q cites p directly (i.e., i = 1):
where re f erences(q) is a set of papers directly cited by q. If q cites p indirectly via other papers (i.e., i≥2 as s cites p via u in Fig. 1 ), φ t (q i p) is determined by multiplying contribution ratios between all directly connected papers in the citation path. Let q→ r 1 → . . . → r i−1 →p be a citation path with length i from q to p. Then, we have
Now, we investigate the consequence of reflecting the AD score in calculating the contribution score. By looking carefully at Eqs. (2), (3), and (4), it is clear that a paper has a higher contribution score on a term t to another paper whose authors have more publications containing t than other papers (if R t ( * ) and re f erences( * ) are equal for all papers). As an example, consider Fig. 1 where both papers q and r cite p; re f erences(q)=re f erences(r)={u, p}. Suppose that R t (q)=R t (r); also, authors of q have more publications containing term t than authors of r. According to Eqs. (2) and (3), p has a contribution score on t to q higher than that to r because AD t (q) is higher than AD t (r). However, in SimCC, these contribution scores are regarded identical.
Feature Vector Extraction
In SimCS, a paper is represented as an n-dimensional contribution vector, C-vector. The summation of all contribution scores of a paper on a term is regarded as the weight of that term in the corresponding C-vector as follows:
where w t (p) denotes the weight of t in p and d does the maximum path length in the citation graph traversed to compute the contribution score. D(p, i) denotes a set of papers that cite p via paths with length i (1 ≤ i ≤ d). For example, as shown in Fig. 1, D(p, 1) 
Evaluation

Experimental Setup
In order to conduct a fair evaluation, we employed a realworld dataset that is exactly the same as that used in SimCC.
We crawled papers information such as the title and authors from DBLP † and their related abstract and citation information from MS Academic Search † † . Also, we utilized MAP, precision at top 10 results (P@10), and recall at top 10 results (R@10) [6] as evaluation measures. As in SimCC, we employed Cosine, Dice, BM25, and KLD to measure the similarity of C-vectors. In order to employ Cosine and Dice, we utilized the TF-IDF value as the relevance score of a term. To employ BM25 and KLD, we utilized the BM25 weight and the TF value as the relevance score, respectively.
All our experiments were performed on an Intel machine equipped with four 2.67 GHz i5 CPUs, 12 GB RAM, and the 64-bit Fedora Core 17 operating system. All codes were implemented with Java based on Open JDK 1.7.0.
Results and Analyses
As described in Sect. 2, the weight of a term in a C-vector depends on d, the maximum length of the path to compute contribution scores. Also, we can employ Cosine, Dice, BM25, and KLD to compute the similarity of a pair of C-vectors. Therefore, we investigate how the accuracy of SimCS changes for different values of d with each similarity measure. By this investigation, we do parameter tuning to find the best value of d as follows. We set the value of d from 1 to 5 in Eq. (5) to compute the weight of terms and construct the C-vector for every paper in the dataset. SimCS shows the best accuracy in terms of MAP, P@10, and R@10 when d=2 regardless of employed similarity measures. Consider a citation path q→ r 1 → . . . → r i−1 →p. Since the reference section has a limited space in a paper, authors carefully select the list of papers to be cited. Based on this premise, authors of r i−1 are assumed to select p to be cited among all possible candidate papers in the literature. Also, papers r i−2 , . . . , q indirectly cite p via other papers in the path; however, p is not directly selected by authors of r i−2 , . . . , q to be cited. Therefore, the contribution of p to r i−2 , . . . , q is not as clear as that to r i−1 . It means, when we go farther from each paper in the citation graph, contribution scores of the paper to other papers tend to be nosier, thereby the accuracy decreasing gradually as shown for d ≥ 3. † http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de † † http://academic.research.microsoft.com In SimCC, we can compute the similarity only based on contribution scores as in SimCS by setting the value of λ to zero [8] . Therefore, we evaluate the accuracy of SimCS in comparison with SimCC when λ = 0. We found SimCC (λ = 0) shows the best accuracy for all employed similarity measures when d=2 as SimCS does. Figure 3 shows the accuracy of SimCS and SimCC (λ = 0) based on d=2. SimCS outperforms SimCC (λ = 0) with all similarity measures, which indicates that SimCS computes the contribution score more accurately than SimCC by considering the AD score. Now, we compare the accuracy of SimCS with that of original SimCC by setting its required parameters as in Table 1, which represents the best values of d and λ for Cosine, Dice, BM25, and KLD in SimCC [8] . Figure 4 illustrates the accuracy of SimCS and SimCC. SimCS outperforms SimCC with all similarity measures in terms of MAP, P@10, and R@10 over 5% in average. Furthermore, in SimCC, the best value of d is 3 for all employed similarity measures, while in SimCS, this value is 2. Therefore, SimCS traverses the citation graph one step less than SimCC, thereby taking less time than SimCC for feature extraction. More importantly, we note that SimCS does not require parameter tuning for λ, which is required in SimCC. Despite SimCS outperforms SimCC, a reasonable question comes to mind: "Is it possible to improve the accuracy of SimCS more by combining the summation of contribution scores with a relevance score as done in SimCC?". To answer this question, we reflect the relevance score in calculating the weight of a term in a C-vector as done in SimCC. Hereafter, we call this method SimCS+R. To indicate the best values of d and λ in SimCS+R, we conduct the same experiments as in SimCC. Due to space limitations, here, we only show the result of SimCS+R with Cosine in Fig. 5 . The best accuracy of SimCS+R with Cosine happens when d=3 and λ=0.4. Table 2 shows the best values of d and λ in SimCS+R for all similarity measures. The best value of λ in SimCS+R is smaller than that in SimCC (i.e., Table 1 ). The reason is that the contribution score is computed more accurately in SimCS than SimCC. Therefore, here, the summation of contribution scores plays a more important role in similarity computation and receives a more weight than the relevance sore. Also, the results showed that SimCS+R outperforms SimCC with all Cosine, Dice, BM25, and KLD. This result again verifies that SimCS computes the contribution score more accurately than SimCC because relevance scores in both SimCS+R and SimCC are identical for every single term in all papers. Now, we compare the accuracy of SimCS with SimCS+R to answer the above mentioned question. We set the value of d in SimCS as 2 and set the best values of d and λ in SimCS+R as those in Table 2 . Figure 6 illustrates the accuracy of SimCS and SimCS+R with Cosine, Dice, BM25, and KLD. SimCS outperforms SimCS+R for all similarity measures. However, their difference in accuracy is ignorable. In conclusion, combining the summation of contribution scores with a relevance score in SimCS, unlike SimCC, seems meaningless.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a method called SimCS to compute the similarity of scientific papers based on only the contribution score. We consider the notion of an author dominance score in computing the contribution score, which enables SimCS to calculate contribution scores more accurately than SimCC. Our extensive experimental results on a real-world dataset showed that SimCS outperforms SimCC in all cases. Furthermore, in SimCS, there is no need to perform parameter tuning for λ, which is a difficult and timeconsuming task in SimCC. Also, SimCS traverses the citation graph one step less than SimCC and could have better performance for feature extraction in a large citation graph.
